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Egils Milbergs is Founder and CEO 
of the Center for Accelerating 
Innovation  and co-founder of 
two entrepreneurship 
accelerators, including the OZ 
Accelerator to help 
entrepreneurs start businesses in 
low-income Opportunity Zones. 
His work has earned him the SBA 
Growth Accelerator Prize. Earlier 
he was Executive Director of the 
Washington  State Economic 
Development Commission, 
implementing 18 Innovation 
Partnership Zones.  

Steve Marshall has 30 years of 
expert experience in energy and  
transportation issues, focused in 
recent years on connected, 
autonomous and electric road 
mobility. He serves on the US 
Department of Energy’s Executive 
Advisory Board and recently was 
the Transportation Technology 
Partnership Manager for City of 
Bellevue. He served earlier as 
chief counsel to Puget Sound 
Energy and then as the top policy 
manager at Snohomish Public 
Utility District.  

John Niles is an independent 
public policy and operations 
research consultant producing 
innovative, research-based  
mobility improvement concepts 
and programs for state and local 
governments, universities, and 
think tanks. He leads university 
research teams at Mineta 
Transportation Institute, designs 
training materials, and has co-
authored textbooks, including 
End of Driving: Public Policy 
Planning for Autonomous 
Vehicles (Elsevier, 2018).    
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Summary 
Proposed feasibility study for attracting fast charging infrastructure investments along 
the I-5 transportation corridor benefiting economically disadvantaged communities and 
population segments in King, Pierce and Thurston counties. Tasks include: 
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1. Document EV trends and status of fast charging centers along the I-5 transportation corridor and 
specifically in or close to Opportunity Zones in King, Pierce and Thurston counties.

2. Forecast alternative demand scenarios and charging requirements for high mileage EV users—delivery 
vans, Uber, Lyft, trucks, shuttles, gov’t fleets, and freight operations.

3. Interview  regional EV stakeholders for their needs, plans, concerns, and intentions.
4. Evaluate demand, supply and location feasibility factors involved for constructing an EV fast charging 

facilities physically located in, or in close proximity to, disadvantaged communities.
5. Determine EV fast charging workforce skill requirements and available training providers.
6. Evaluate the economic, environmental, and equity impacts for targeted economically disadvantaged 

communities: jobs, wages, business incubation and growth related to supply chain, facility support and 
mobility services, environment (local impact and GHG reduction), public health, and land use planning.

7. Assess potential for scaling-up fast charging statewide and along the entire west coast I-5 
transportation corridor.



Target 
Geographies for 
Feasibility Study 

Mapping of Opportunity 
Zones  nearby and 

adjacent to I-5 
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Tacoma Area 

South Seattle Area SeaTac Area 

Olympia Area 



Connected Electric Vehicles; Automation Coming 
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Proposal Focuses on Fast Charging of Car and Truck EVs 
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Source: WSU Energy Program "Get Started on Transportation Electrification" citing U.S. EPA and U.S Department of Energy



Feasibility Study Satisfies  
EDA Investment Priorities 
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• Equity

• Workforce Development

• Technology Development

• Environmentally Sustainable



Project Supports the Regional CEDS 
Central Puget Sound Economic Development District Board 

 “The region continues to 
prepare for emerging 
technologies, including 
increasing the number of fast 
charging stations, replacing 
aging vehicles with hybrid and 
all-electric vehicles, and 
planning for autonomous 
vehicles. These efforts both 
prepare the region for the future 
and help grow those emerging 
technology industries in the 
region.” Page 38 
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Multiple Feasibility Challenges 
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Convenient, feasible locations for charging 

High mileage EV users' requirements 

Maintenance and operations support 

 Mitigating truck stop traffic impacts

 Diversity, equity, and inclusion goals 

Ramping up EV-related work force skills 

Local availability and cost of electric power 

Telecommunications cloud connectivity 
between EV drivers, fleet dispatch, 
charging facilities, and grid management 
CONFIDENTIAL 

Land availability in Opportunity Zones



Gaps in Existing Approaches 
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Managed 
Infrastructure 

EV/AV 
Vehicles 

Secure 
Connectivity 

Smart 
Chargers 

Fleet 
Maintenance 

Regional EV stakeholders lack vital information and need an analysis of
the feasibility of an open standard  fast charging infrastructure.

Current infrastructure is limited, fragmented, expensive and lacks
interoperability across diverse commercial fleets.

Charging options for high mileage users are:
• Expensive relative to petroleum fuels.
• Operationally not reliable.
• Maintenance, parts and support services are lacking.
• No assurance of charging availability away from home.





Some communities behind in gaining benefit from the EV transition
A managed, full-capabilities infrastructure is crucial to accelerate
deployment of electrified transportation.

Entities to implement such a solution are dispersed, needing to be
informed, connected,  aligned and financed.



Feasibility Factors for Fast Charging Infrastructure 

EV Growth (vehicle types) 

# EVs in Fleets 

EV Cost of Ownership 

EV miles traveled 

Investment Sources 

Electric Grid Access 

Workforce Training 
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Location Specific Factors 

Land Cost 

Permits Access 

Support Services 

Utilization Rate 

kwh Pricing 

7/28/2021 Design by Egils Milbergs 

Policy, incentives, mandates Incentives, Regs, Subsidies 



Study Approach and Tasks 
Assess feasibility,  in context of alternative demand forecasts,  for an accelerated build out of 
an open-standard Fast-Charging Infrastructure for the South Puget Sound transportation 
corridor. Determine job creation potential, economic impact, environmental and public health 
benefits.   
1. Document EV market trends and current initiatives to install fast charging networks.
2. Analyze alternative charging demand scenarios and requirements to serve high-volume 

commercial EV fleets: trucks,  on-site  vehicles,  Lyft, Uber, vans, buses, shuttles and other.
3. Design survey and interview EV stakeholders on their needs, plans and intentions.
4. Evaluate demand, supply and location feasibility factors  influencing EV infrastructure 

investments in or near Opportunity Zones by alternative demand scenarios including traffic 
patterns, locations, available electricity, workforce skills, permitting, and funding sources.

5. Identify critical gaps and offer  possible solutions.
6. Assess impacts:  jobs created, wage rates,  environment, public health and sustainability.
7. Consider potential to scale  EV infrastructure statewide and along west coast I-5 corridor.
8. Recommend stakeholder actions and deliver final report.
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Community and Process Elements 
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 Coordinate  with community colleges to deliver courses, apprenticeships, 
and career path tools to provide the workforce skills for the EV industry.
 Address EV  charging access and mobility options for underserved, low-

income, ethnically, and culturally diverse communities.
 Identify  private  funding sources and public sector grant, subsidy, loan, 

bonds and incentive programs.
 Communicate with nearby communities to build public understanding, 

backing and sustainability of the fast-charging infrastructure.
 Coordinate with  governmental, port and regulatory authorities to 

understand requirements for site specific construction and operations.



Impact Metrics and Outcomes 
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• # and % share of new EV vehicles
• % Change in electricity demand and 

grid efficiencies
• #  Direct jobs created from installing, 

operating and maintaining charging 
facilities

• % Difference in new EV worker 
wages compared to regional base

• # Indirect jobs from fleet operations, 
US EV manufacturing, supply chain

• # Apprenticeships and trained 
workers added

• # EV business start-ups supporting 
electrification

• $ Public sector investment
• $ Private sector investment
• % Change in carbon generation
• % EV-related employment growth 
• % Change in traffic levels near EV 

charging centers
• # Change in safety and health 

measures
• % Reduction in total cost of fleet 

operations through electrification



Significance of the Project 

 EV fast charging is a priority for the Biden Administration and Senate with a $7.5 billion 
Federal investment pending as of mid-August 2021.
 Project will clarify the feasibility factors and risks involved in attracting investment in fast 

charging infrastructure.
 Tremendous potential to  create jobs and deliver economic growth , environmental, 

health and equity  benefit to underserved and disadvantaged communities.
 Regional planners and stakeholders will receive information and analysis to coordinate 

deployment of  fast charging centers, accelerate technology development, create “green” 
jobs,  reduce harmful GHG and bolster environmentally sustainable growth.
 Lacking such analysis, the deployment of fast charging and the EV transition will be 

fraught with ambiguous investment risks and likely to be slower and more error-prone.
 Potential exists to scale infrastructure and investments statewide and in the I-5 corridor.
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Success Requires a Partnership of Interests 

Fast  Charging 
Infrastructure 

Ecosystem 

Site Selection 

EV/AV Operators 

Renewable 
Energy 

Gov’t Entities Funders 

Workforce 
Training 

Equipment 
Vendors 
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Feasibility Study Partners 
(to be confirmed) 

• High mileage EV users (e.g., Uber, Lyft,
delivery vans, EV fleet owners like Amazon,
FedEx, UPS, rental cars, gov’t agencies)

• SEA Airport, Port of Seattle, Port of Tacoma
• King County, Pierce County, Thurston

County
• SOZ EV Fleet Services, ChargePoint
• Cities of SeaTac, Seattle, Tacoma
• Connectivity providers (Microsoft, Amazon)
• Manufacturers (vehicles, fast charging

stations , maintenance equipment)
• Puget Sound Energy, Tacoma Power, Seattle

City Light

• Central Puget Sound Economic 
Development District Board

• Workforce Development Council of 
Seattle-King County, Pierce County

• Community Colleges: Highline, 
Centralia, Shoreline

• State Govt.: WSDOT, WSDOC, Ecology
• U of Washington, Washington State U
• Northwest Seaport Alliance
• Public interest associations (e.g., ACES 

Northwest Network, Washington 
Trucking Association, Clean Cities 
Coalition, Washington Technology 
Industry Association. Pacific NW 
Economic Region)
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Task Flow and Timetable 
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Budget 

Project Cost 
$300,000 

EDA Share 
$200,000 



Proof of Concept: Enhanced Fast Charging Corridors 
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Fast charging infrastructure 
can scale-up along entire I-5 
corridor in WA, OR, and CA. 

Fast  charging stations could be 
sited adjacent to I-5 and other 
corridors every 100-150 miles. 

Enhanced fast charging 
network enables reliable 
long-distance EV mobility for 
people, cars, vans, buses, 
trucks and freight. 

Fast Charging Corridors could 
be structured as a blended 
public-private investment. 



Contacts for Follow Up 

Egils Milbergs Steve Marshall John Niles 

egils@accinnov.com marshallsj@comcast.net john.niles@cates.solutions 

202-256-5506 206-909-2019 206-854-3060
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Thank You! 
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